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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of Bartoli's Pizzeria from Chicago. Currently, there are 18
meals and drinks available. For seasonal or weekly deals, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly.

You can also contact them through their website. What Heidi Lux likes about Bartoli's Pizzeria:
I can't say for certain how authentic their deep dish Chicago-style pizza is, but it seemed to fit all the criteria I've
seen on cooking and travel shows. And regardless of authenticity, it's totally delicious. We had the spinach and
cheese pie, theirspecialty. Friendly staff. Small, neighborhoody place. A great stop. read more. The restaurant
also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in beautiful weather, and there is no-charge WiFi.

What Brett Kho doesn't like about Bartoli's Pizzeria:
honestly this place is pretty damn overrated and I was looking forward to it big time due to recommendations!
The staff are super cool and the venue is nicely decked out. they even had free cupcakes for their 10th year

anniversary. But honestly the pizza was cold and I wouldn't consider it deep dish. just felt hard, bland, unhealthy
and hard to finish. The oils and crust were pretty amazing though. read more. In Bartoli's Pizzeria, a restaurant
that serves Italian menus in Chicago, you can expect original Italian cuisine, including classics like pizza and

pasta, Also, you shouldn't miss out on the delicious pizza, traditional freshly baked in a wood oven. You have a
party and want to enjoy the food at your place? With the in-house catering service, that's easily doable, there

are also delicious vegetarian dishes in the menu.
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